NOTES

Bridge mounted signs require special drawings from the Division of Engineering Services. The drawings will detail the attachment to the bridge.

When requesting a plan for a bridge mounted sign on an existing structure, allow 12 weeks lead time and address the request to Special Designs Branch, Office of Design & Technical Services.

The letter of request should provide the following information:

1. Sign panel type (Laminated Type A or formed panel with removable sign panel frame)
2. Panel size and location over traffic.
3. Walkway requirements. (All signs over freeway require a walkway).
4. Give name and bridge number.
5. When locating signs over traffic lanes, locate the sign over the right or left lane for ease of maintenance. If a sign is needed over an interior lane of a freeway, an extended walkway is required.
6. For design procedure, see Memo to Designers 21-12.

BRIDGE MOUNTED SIGN WITH WALKWAY